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REPRODUCIBLE 75

Answers to Chapter 4

Comprehension Questions

1. Define and describe emotional support.

 Emotional support involves the mentor communicating to the mentee that he 
or she is supported, cared for, and valued as a human being and an educator. 
This type of support aims to relieve and validate some of the pressures of first-
year teaching. Often, a mentor’s emotional support can feel like a lifesaver for a 
beginning teacher.

2. During which phase or phases from Moir’s (1999) “The Stages of a Teacher’s First 
Year” do new teachers typically need emotional support the most? Why?

 Typically, new teachers need emotional support in both the survival and 
disillusionment phases. In both of these phases, the beginning teacher struggles 
to keep up with his or her workload and stay motivated. He or she may feel 
exhausted or lack self-efficacy. When mentees are on the verge of giving up, 
mentors must stay focused on providing emotional support rather than creating 
too much challenge.

3. Give three examples of emotional support that a mentor can provide for a 
beginning teacher.

 Answers will vary. However, potential responses include conducting daily check-
ins, engaging in active and supportive listening, validating the teacher’s feelings, 
sending encouraging messages, enlisting support from other staff members, 
celebrating success, and communicating via double-entry journal.

4. Which types of emotional support do mentees only require at the beginning of 
the school year? Which types do they continually require throughout the year?

 Mentors should begin conducting daily check-ins and using active listening 
immediately upon meeting the beginning teacher. These strategies help 
determine what phase of the year the mentee is in and which types of support 
he or she most needs. Throughout the year, validate the beginning teacher’s 
feelings as he or she communicates them. Once a mentee enters the survival 
and disillusionment phases, mentors can begin enlisting support from other staff 
members and sending encouraging messages. Celebrate success as frequently 
as possible.
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